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SPOONERTOONS 2: WE'RE PUNNING FOR RESIDENT! 
DON HAUPTMAN (spoonerisms) 
New York, New York 
donhauptman@nyc.rr.com 
JIM SIERGEY (illustrations) 
Chicago, Illinois 
jasiergey@sbcglobal.net 
Our first "Spoonertoons" collaboration appeared one year ago, in the August 2004 Word Ways. 
The positive response was so overwhelming (well, uh, the barista at Don's favorite coffee bar 
liked "Heed the Foamless! ") that we decided a sequel was in order. Herewith, sore of the maim-
that is: more of the same. 
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A BITE OUT WITH THE NOISE 
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STAKING A BRAillE MATE A MOUlE AND HIS FUNNY ARE ... 
DOG POUND 
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NIXED MUTTS 
HUMMING AND PLEATING 
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"I CRIED A TEAR 
WHEN I TRIED A KIR" 
, 
(He didn't really bead these rooks !) 
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THE ALGER HISS SCA~PAI.. 
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